Critters are full of surprises! Check out Ms. Loni and behaviorist Quinn Pickering on our IGTV episode “Critter Fun w/ Quinn!” and answer the questions below.

1. The names of the three critters featured on this episode were ________________, ________________, and ________________.
2. The ________________ are the two front teeth.
3. A rabbit’s diet consists of mostly ________________.
4. Pasadena Humane teaches ________________ training to its animals.
5. A lop-eared rabbit has ears that ________________.
6. Zoro is a ________________.
7. Guinea pigs eat ________________ and ________________.
8. Guinea pigs should be kept in ________________ because they get ________________.
9. There were ________________ toys that were featured made out of a ________________ and ________________.
10. ________________ is Quinn's favorite bunny.

**ANSWER KEY**